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Abstract

It is quite obvious that for improving the quality of technical education and for imparting statof-the-arts knowledge and skills to the students, the faculty must be first trained and updated
with latest developments in industry as well as society. In this fast changing, disruptive
world, it is often being said that the half-life of any technology is now roughly about 2.5-5
years. In this context, it is quite clear that students as well as teachers must inculcate an
aptitude for life-long learning and must cultivate self-learning skills. It is the responsibility of
all the stakeholders, industry, academia, governments and regulatory bodies to create an
ecosystem for growth and free flow of advanced and updated domain knowledge leading to
overall quality improvement. The idea behind this „white paper‟ is to compile the various
schemes available to facilitate training of technical teachers so that they are better equipped
to handle present and future challenges and will be able to implement the ‘New Education
Policy-2020’ with competency and the right attitude. The role of training programmes in
enhancing the overall quality of technical education and their impact on faculty development,
recruitment & promotion has been summarized.
This document also attempts to probe the aims, objectives, and benefits while proposing the
guidelines for attending/organizing a model faculty training programmes under various
financial schemes and banners.

—

Challenges and Difficulties

For the Faculty Training Programmes to be effective, the following challenges must be
addressed:
a) Involvement of industry:

If „market-ready‟ engineers are to be prepared it is

necessary that faculty is trained at the industry and exposed to the environment there.
However, at present, there are no national/state-level schemes in place which facilitate
this (barring a few individual initiatives by institutions with some support from their
alumni).
b) Identifying thrust areas: The training programmes must be conducted based on
upcoming global and market needs; hence providing a suggestive list of areas/topics
to institutions is essential. These lists must be prepared by competent bodies
constituted with experts from academia, employees and visionary persons.
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c) Selection of training programme which are related to faculty domain: For
optimizing resources and benefits by imparting domain specific training to faculty
(after identification of future needs in specific domains to get maximum benefits from
resources spent)
d)

Creation of national/regional expert database: For the training to be effective, the

trainers must be chosen very carefully. A carefully prepared database of accomplished
domain experts for imparting meaningful training is quite essential (to avoid nepotism and
facilitate organizers in inviting most suitable & genuine experts)
e) Defining clear and measurable outcomes: Before conceiving a training programme
the specific goals and outcomes to be fulfilled must be defined. To achieve those
outcomes, drafting a clear strategy by the organizing institution is also absolutely
essential.
f) Maintaining quality & standards: Policy is required for certifying participants to
establish quality of a training programme. There must also be a mechanism for
earning credits.
g) Deliverables and targets to be set: The host institution must identify the benefits of
the training for their faculty & students by defining deliverables. (aligned with the
goals of the department/institute/faculty research aspirations etc)
h) Developing the right attitude towards training: The faculty must be motivated to
focus on „learning‟ rather than other benefits which attending the training programme
may bring to them. It must be impressed upon them that survival (for both faculty as
well as institutions) in these competitive times, is not possible without being relevant
to stakeholder needs.
i) Defining the role in faculty development, recruitment & promotion: Through a
proper policy, the training programmes must be linked to faculty recruitment,
promotions and annual increments in such a manner that quality enhancement actually
happens and the impact can be felt and seen down the line.

—

Current Status
 Role of Industry: Institutions would like to involve industry or like the industry to
organize suitable training modules for the faculty and give them exposure to latest
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developments in the field as mentioned in (a) above. However, in the absence of a
mechanism to facilitate this kind of activity, and due to financial constraints,
production targets etc. the industry is not willing to come forward. At the most, a few
industry persons participate as experts.
 Selection of proposed programme titles: In the absence of a standard list of thrust
areas as proposed as a challenge in (b) above, the institutes usually select very generic
kind of topics for conducting the training programmes for the faculty; such as
„Advances in XYZ field‟. Assorted and unrelated topics are included in the
programme, which do not succeed in achieving any focussed goal other than
providing a „certificate‟ to participants.
 Issuing of certificates: The certificates are issued to the participants very casually;
sometimes the participants do not even attend the course and still get the certificate
just on the basis of their registration. There are no attendance norms,
assignments/quizzes or qualifying exam/test at the end of the progamme. However,
the FDPs under „ARPIT‟ and NPTEL courses are doing a good job for maintaining
standards, in virtual mode. Unfortunately, similar initiatives are rarely seen in
laboratory based/practical training programmes being conducted in off-line, oncampus mode.
 Relation & relevance to faculty expertise/domain: As discussed in challenges at
point (c), the training programme selected for attending may not sometimes be in
faculty domain areas or may not be related to the courses which they are teaching/will
be teaching/propose to start in future/proposed research areas etc. In such cases, the
future benefits gained can be expected to be minimal for the faculty as well as for the
institute.
 Selection of programme experts: In the absence of a national/regional domain
focussed expert database as mentioned at (d) as a challenge, usually experts are
picked up randomly based on personal contacts as it saves the time and trouble to
search websites of large number of premium institutions. Also, it is difficult to locate
interdisciplinary/cross-field experts by these measures.
 Selection of programme to attend: Barring a few exceptions, the motivation for
selecting a training programme by the attendees is usually its location, proximity to
tourist places or hometown etc. Neither the sponsoring (host) institution nor the
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faculty participants have any clear goals before they decide to attend a programme.
Sometimes a large number of faculty members from the same department attend the
same programme, which amounts to wastage of resources, both financial as well as
human resource.
 Targets and goals of the sponsoring institute: The sponsoring institute does not
normally have a clear focus and targets as mentioned at (f) above), before sending the
faculty for attending a certain training programme. The faculty is required to submit a
certificate after coming back and no other benefit is expected for the faculty, students,
institution or society.
 Attitude towards training: Faculty is mostly very passive during the training
programme as nothing is expected of him/her by either the organizing institute or the
host institute. Though there is some exposure and interaction with other faculty
members but it is rarely converted to more useful learning outcomes. The major
outcome of the training programmes currently is getting increments and promotions.
 Role played in quality enhancement: Presently, the Faculty is expected to complete
certain „weeks‟ of refresher courses/FDPs/STTPs/ARPIT &NPTEL courses/ etc. to
get annual increments, promotions and career advancements. Hence faculty attends
random programmes just to complete the mandatory promotion requirements. The
target is not on learning and applying new knowledge.

Platforms for Conducting Faculty Training Programmes#
Sponsoring Agency/Banner
All India Council for Technical Education
(AICTE) (Funding up to 7.0 Lakh: 2 weeks
programme)
AICTE (Funding up to 5.0 Lakh)
AICTE-ISTE (Funding up to 3.0 Lakh)
SWAYAM: Ministry of Human Resource
Development (MHRD)
NPTEL Platform
AICTE

Scheme
Faculty Development Programme (FDP)

Short-term Training Programmes (STTP)
Induction/Refresher Programmes
Annual Refresher Programme in Teaching
(ARPIT)
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs)
AICTE Training and Learning (ATAL)
Academy for training in emerging areas

# The details are available in “ANNEXURE-A” from FigureA1 to Figure A9
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—

Solution
 An all-encompassing policy is required for faculty training programmes with clear
guidelines on „realistic and practical expectations‟ from the training programmes
conducted in the name of Faculty Development & Quality Enhancement.
 The programmes must not start & end by producing a „paper certificate‟ but actually
add to the skills, altitudes and knowledge of the participants.
 For making the policy, the tentative duties and responsibilities of (i) Employers &
policy makers (ii) Organizers (iii) Participants (iv) Sponsoring institutes (v) Experts
and (vi) Industry, are briefly mentioned below.

For Employers & Policy Makers
 Most of the programmes are government sponsored and lots of resources are spent;
money, man hours, etc. It must be ensured that some „tangible outcomes’ are
achieved after so much of investment.
 A clear and transparent policy must be in place for all concerned. The targets to be
achieved must be listed out.

 For promotions and salary hikes, the bar needs to be raised; instead of counting
weeks spent in training, the „definitive outcomes‟ must be outlined. Once a clear
policy is available, faculty will abide by it and the training programmes will play a
key role in adding value to the technical education system

For organizers
 Thrust areas based on future needs must be available for guiding the institutes in
topic/sub-topic selection and in framing the curriculum.
 The „learning outcomes‟ being targeted must be clearly defined once a programme is
conceived.
 The „experts‟ must be involved in designing & drafting the course content such that a
continuity in learning is maintained.
 The „schedule‟ & „session plan‟ must be aligned with the „learning outcomes‟.
 The weightage for continuous/final evaluation must be decided and „Assignments‟,
„Quiz‟ and „final exam/test‟ to be conducted must be displayed.
 Clear policy for issuing certificates & credits to participants has to be in place.
 All the above details from „programme outcomes‟ to the „policy for earning credits‟
must be announced in the programme brochure itself.
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 The selection of participants must be based on specific criteria (such as their research
field, courses taught, experience etc) so that maximum benefit can be reaped by all
concerned.
 The training programme must also aim at building collaborations among participants
from different institutes; some group assignments/tasks etc must be planned which get
converted into inter institute collaborations after the programme.
 The programme must also focus on sharing ideas about ‘future work/projects’ etc
which the participants can carry on at their host institutes. Learning is a continuous
process and it should not end after the programme.

For Sponsoring Institutes
 „Deliverables‟ must be clearly defined before forwarding the application of the
faculty for participation in a training programme.
 „Deliverables‟ after attending a programme can be: (i) establishment of a new
laboratory (ii) starting new courses or updating the existing ones (iii) collaborative
student projects
 Permission for attending a programme with duty leave must be given with proper
justification and as per domain and future plans of the institute. A proper ‘need
analysis’ must be done.

For Experts
 The role of the experts must not be limited to the hours spent in content delivery.
Their involvement should be from the beginning of the programme till the assessment
of participants, and even later.
 Some problems or ideas can be shared with the interested participants such that they
can work on those problems after joining their institute. There can be continued
association between the experts, participants and institutions in future.
 The training programme, instead of ending after a week or two, can continue as an
„extended project‟ to achieve depth.

For Participants
 Participants must join a programme with the right attitude, with a zeal to learn new
things.
 They must realize that valuable resources are being spent on their training and they
must have some ‘take aways’.
 Participants should aspire to attend only those programmes which have a potential to
add value to their academic & research domain.
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 It must be remembered that life-long learning is a very important skill which the
faculty has to inculcate in their students; hence they must practice it themselves
before preaching to the students.

For Industry
 Policy like CSR, i.e. making it mandatory for the industry to provide training to
faculty of engineering colleges, has to be in place, in the larger interest of the nation
and the society.
 Usually, the industry is not very supportive because they have their own day to day
issues to solve. But the students and faculty need exposure to latest industrial
practices, without which their education is incomplete.
 Industry needs to adopt the policy of “Train & recruit” rather than “recruit and
train”. For this, faculty training in industry is mandatory. Only then the students will
get education which is relevant to the needs of the fast changing technology.

—

Conclusion: The technology is changing very fast and the survival and relevance of
technical education depends on how fast it can modify their curriculum, laboratories,
faculty skills, learning infrastructure and methods to produce graduates which are capable
of adapting themselves to the challenges thrown at by the present disruptive world.
Faculty training has become the most important factor because unless the faculty is
exposed to the novel developments and future scenarios, it is not possible to train
students for the same.
The concept of faculty training is not new but there is a need to revamp the policies and
mechanism being followed for it. The focus has to shift from the (i)„number of programmes
conducted/attended‟ (ii) Number of faculty trained etc. to the ‘outcomes’ achieved after
attending the trainings. There is also an urgent need to identify (a) thrust areas based on
future needs and (ii) faculty aptitudes/interests/research domains etc. and to permit training
only after mapping of these two factors. The programme curriculum s must be designed after
brainstorming with experts to fulfil certain „learning outcomes‟. Faculty participants must be
required to „earn‟ their certificate only after achieving predefined „learning outcomes‟ for the
programme.
An attempt has been made in this paper to list specific responsibilities of the different entities
in the faculty training arena, to make the whole training experience effective & meaningful
for all the concerned parties. New policies and guidelines, with clear focus on „outcomes‟, are
required for the effective implementation of faculty training mechanism in order to cope up
with the fast changing technological scenario.
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Annexure A
[Reference: AICTE website “AICTE initiatives & schemes” ]

Figure A1: AICTE Vision for Training of Technical Teachers

Figure A2: Identification of New Emerging Areas the Prospective Plan
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Figure A3: FDPs conducted (Region from August 2018 to November 2019

Figure A4: Short-term Training Programmes (STTP) & AICTE-ISTE
Induction/Refresher Programmes
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Figure A5: Study Web of Aspiring and Young Minds ( SWAYAM) Initiative

Figure A6: Annual Refresher Programme in Teaching (ARPIT)
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Figure A7: National programme for Technology Enhanced Learning (NPTEL)

Figure A8: The state-wise status of NPTEL-FDP Certificates earned
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Figure A9: AICTE Training and Learning (ATAL) Academy for Training
in Emerging New Areas
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